Revo.
Endlessly
configurable,
infinitely
recyclable.

Revo represents
a radical rethinking
of the way upholstered
contract furniture
is made in response
to the climate crisis.
Replacing plywood base structure
with REPP (recycled expanded polypropylene)
we maximize the potential reuse
of the base materials.

Pearson Lloyd
Founded in East London in 1997 by Luke Pearson
and Tom Lloyd, the design office Pearson Lloyd works
with manufacturers, brands and public bodies
to identify and build products, spaces and services
that respond to the challenges of the day and enhance
our experience of the world. Their philosophy
of ‘Making Design Work’ emphasizes the studio’s
passion for the act of making functional, beautiful
and efficient solutions that serve equally the needs
of their clients, their users and society.

The product weight
reduced by 40%.
Revo’s success as a modular furniture system
is down to the fact it is extremely lightweight
thanks to replacing the plywood by recycled
expanded polypropylene (REPP).
It is 100% recyclable and remouldable.
With no additives such as glass fibre REPP
can be endlessly recasted.

We make products
easy for disassembly.
All Revo components can be separated
into their component materials, and returned
to the manufacturing cycle. Upholstery is fixed
onto the folded REPP using a tethered drawstring,
which means no glue or staples are needed,
facilitating easy disassembly and second-life
of materials.

The collection includes
sofas, benches, screens,
stools and tables in softly
contoured, organic
shapes.

Learn more:

Revo brings a consistent
design language to every
space, whatever its
function or size.
96 distinct modular configurations, support different
styles of work – from solo to team-based, formal
meeting to spontaneous collaboration.
This versatility is in tune with the increasingly
differentiated nature of the work experience.
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